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THIS WEEK COCINANDO INTRODUCES THE PD CORNER, a sporadic

feature on various U.S. and Puerto Rico program directors. It erupted during

a conversation with MPI's Tony Moreno and it makes all the sense in the world,

because PDs are the business' commercial pulse. Amidst the Raul Alarcones,

Adrian Lopezes and Betty Pinos—known and deservedly revered by one and
all—lie others doing as valuable a service, often without the pressurized

competition that surrounds the craft's icons.

Hugo Adames is such a PD. He's been at it since 1965, doing the obligatory

route through almost all of

the Dominican radio cir-

cuit (Radio Ronda, Radio

Aereopuerto, Radio Antil-

las, etc.). By 1970, while at

HI] Onda Musical, he was
baptized as El Monsefior de

la Salsa, as a symbol of his

contribution in introduc-

ing salsa in the country.

In 1977 Ralph Mercado,

in arguably his most
daring Madison Square
Garden promotion ever,

flew Adames into New
York, dressed him in car-

dinal garbs, put some wire

Hugo Adames strings around him,
suspended him from the

Garden ceiling for interminable minutes and slowly lowered him onto the stage

to introduce the hottest band of the moment, Los Hijos del Rey. The Wilfrido

Vargas-controlled group sprouted current such merengue names as singer

Fernando Villalona, keyboardist/bandleader Bonny Cepeda, the dancing tan-

dem of Los Hermanos Kenton and trumpet player/bandleader July (Rasputdn )

Mateo.

By the beginninng of the '80s Adames had reached his professional pinnacle

within TDR. He was president of the local union and he created the Circle of

Dominican Radio Announcers, an organization for better representation of

behind-the-mike issues. Having become regional vice president of the Mexico-

based International Association of Radio Announcers—and with such success-

ful crossover forays as the daily hosting of popular TV show El Show del

Mediodia—Adames made the most crucial decision of his life in April 1984. He
accepted the PD position at VVRIB, a part-time station in quiet and clean

Providence, Rhode Island, an unimaginable location for warm-blooded Carib-

beans, particularly Adames, whose reputation could have landed him a job in

any large Hispanic-populated city.

"Family life played a big role in this decision," said Adames—who was
recently elevated to the double-duty position of general manager—in his

characteristically calm and intellectual manner. "Life in Providence is not

hectic. People who live here love the absence of noise. For me, it's more
reminiscent of the old countries where we came from." "We" is a pronoun that

appears often in Adames' sentences.

His reasoning is simple: "As a programmer I try very hard not be perceived

as country-partial. A radio station's function is to please the demographics'

musical tastes and not the programmer's."

According to Adames, his audience numbers could be as large as 200,000,

including the illegal aliens not recorded by the census, that depend exclusively

on WRIB and three area clubs for Hispanic music. For this reason primarily.

Providence has become one of the top revenue centers for salsa and merengue
bands, even better than New York in terms of per-gig income.

Last December, on the ocassion of his silver anniversary behind the mike,

departing Governor Edward DePrite named Adames Rhode Island's "Voice of

the Americas." Still, the former Monsehor de la Salsa looks at the road just ahead,

unwilling to discuss right now the obvious signs pointing to his eventual

purchase of a full-time FM station in Providence in association with personal

and powerful La D6cima allies; a none-too-ambitious goal for a man blessed

with his talent, a great family, a three-level home in a quietly posh Providence
suburb with a backporch view of a pond full of ducks, and a wife whose
cooking is mannah for the undending line of business acquaintances, as-

sociates, wives and assorted unattached souls that parade continuously

through the Adames household.
"I'm the most optimistic Aries in the world," Adames understated. "I truly

believe that the future is ours to conquer, but this," he said enigmatically about
either life, the station or his current status, "is only a platform."

FOR THE KEEN-OF-EYE GANG WILL NOTICE THAT PUERTO RICO’S
charts have been increased this week to 25 positions in order to reflect its

burgeoning sales, obviously unaffected by the Gulf War.

CASH BOX MARCH 1 6, 1 991 D
PUERTO RICO LATIN LPs

1 March 16, 1991 The square bullet indicates strong upward chart movement

1 BACHATAR0SA (Karen) J.L. GUERRA YGRUP0 4-40

2 PUNTO DE VISTA (Sony Discos) . GILBERTO SANTARR0SA

3 TIEMP0 DE VALS (Sony International) CHAYANNE

4 HOT (Ringo) JOSSIE ESTEBAN YPATRULLA 15

5 IMAGENES (Sony Discos) LOURDES ROBLES

6 PORTFOLIO (Sony Discos) .... Y0LANDITAM0NGE

7 LUCES DEL ALMA (Sony Discos) LUIS ENRIQUE

8 NO LO DERRUMBES (Prime) ... LISAM. Y LADUENDE

9 CAUSA Y EFECT0 (WEA Latina) GLENN M0NR0IG

10 ENCADALUGAR (CEL) ANGEL JAVIER

11 VIDA (Sony International) EMMANUEL

12 25 ANIVERSARI0 (Bronco/Sonotone) B. VALENTIN

13 SENSUAL (Musical Productions, Inc.) TITO ROJAS

14 QUE CANTEN LOS NlKOS (Combo Records) . . . BONNY CEPEDA

15 EXTRANJERO (Sony International) FRANCO DE VITA

16 LO QUE SON LAS COSAS (CEL) EDN1TA NAZARI0

17 RENACIM1ENT0 (TH/Rodven) DAVID PABON

18 ABRIENDO PUERTAS (Sony Discos) JERRY RIVERA

19 S0BREVIV1ENTES DEL AMOR (Sony Discos) BRAULI0

20 DOS (Capitol/EMI Latin) . . . MYRIAM HERNANDEZ

21 VEINTEANOS (WEA Latina) LUIS MIGUEL

22 MAS SABR0S0 QUE NUNCA (MPI) . . LOS CABALLEROS DEL

23 BANDID0 (Sony Discos) AZUCAR MORENO

24 NINA (Capitol/EMI-Latin) JOSE FELICIANO

25 PAJAR0 HERID0 (Sony Discos)

Source: Gato Associates Research
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